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Abstract 

Purpose: Current radiation therapy (RT) treatment planning relies mainly on pre-defined dose-based 

objectives and constraints to develop plans that aim to control disease while limiting damage to 

normal tissues during treatment. These objectives and constraints are generally population-based, in 

that they are developed from the aggregate response of a broad patient population to radiation. 

However, correlations of new biologic markers and patient-specific factors to treatment efficacy and 

toxicity provide the opportunity to further stratify patient populations and develop a more 

individualized approach to RT planning. We introduce a novel intensity-modulated radiation therapy 

(IMRT) optimization strategy that directly incorporates patient-specific dose response models into 

the planning process. In this strategy, we integrate the concept of utility-based planning where the 

optimization objective is to maximize the predicted value of overall treatment utility, defined by the 

probability of efficacy (e.g., local control) minus the weighted sum of toxicity probabilities. To 

demonstrate the feasibility of the approach, we apply the strategy to treatment planning for non-

small cell lung cancer (NSCLC) patients. 
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Methods and materials: We developed a prioritized approach to patient-specific IMRT planning. 

Using a commercial treatment planning system (TPS), we calculate dose based on an influence 

matrix of beamlet-dose contributions to regions-of-interest. Then, outside of the TPS, we 

hierarchically solve two optimization problems to generate optimal beamlet weights that can then 

be imported back to the TPS.   The first optimization problem maximizes a patient’s overall plan 

utility subject to typical clinical dose constraints. In this process, we facilitate direct optimization of 

efficacy and toxicity trade-off based on individualized dose-response models. After optimal utility is 

determined, we solve a secondary optimization problem that minimizes a conventional dose-based 

objective subject to the same clinical dose constraints as the first stage but with the addition of a 

constraint to maintain the optimal utility from the first optimization solution. We tested this method 

by retrospectively generating plans for five previously treated NSCLC patients and comparing the 

prioritized utility plans to conventional plans optimized with only dose metric objectives. To define a 

plan utility function for each patient, we utilized previously published correlations of dose to local 

control and grade 3–5 toxicities that include patient age, stage, microRNA levels, and cytokine levels, 

among other clinical factors.  

Results: The proposed optimization approach successfully generated RT plans for five NSCLC 

patients that improve overall plan utility based on personalized efficacy and toxicity models while 

accounting for clinical dose constraints. Prioritized utility plans demonstrated the largest average 

improvement in local control (16.6%) when compared to plans generated with conventional 

planning objectives. However, for some patients the utility-based plans resulted in similar local 

control estimates with decreased estimated toxicity. 

Conclusion: The proposed optimization approach, where the maximization of a patient’s RT plan 

utility is prioritized over the minimization of standardized dose metrics, has the potential to improve 

treatment outcomes by directly accounting for variability within a patient population. The 

implementation of the utility-based objective function offers an intuitive, humanized approach to 

biological optimization in which planning trade-offs are explicitly optimized. 

 

Key words: IMRT, radiotherapy outcomes, hierarchical optimization1. Introduction 

Advances in radiation therapy (RT) planning and delivery techniques have led to improved outcomes 

for cancer patients, both in terms of increased control rates and decreased treatment toxicity.1-3 

However, balancing disease control with adverse therapy effects continues to be a challenge in RT 

and across many other cancer treatment modalities. In external beam RT, this trade-off is inherent 

because delivery of radiation to the tumor often requires the use of beam trajectories that traverse 

adjacent normal tissue structures prior to and after converging on the target.4 Consequently, 

providing a sufficient therapeutic dose to the tumor may result in radiation-induced normal tissue 

toxicities, which can negatively impact a patient’s quality-of-life during and after treatment.1-5 

Modern RT techniques, such as intensity-modulated radiation therapy (IMRT), have made it possible 

to deliver highly non-uniform dose distributions with steep dose gradients between target locations 

and organs-at-risk (OARs). While this has enabled improved OAR sparing, optimizing an RT plan to 
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best balance the individualized potential for disease progression and treatment toxicities remains 

hindered by conventional dose-metric-based planning techniques. 

Conventional RT treatment planning attempts to address these trade-offs by optimizing radiation 

delivery based on predefined dose-based objectives that have either been previously correlated with 

measures of control and toxicity or determined from expert consensus and institutional standards. 

In inverse IMRT treatment planning, these surrogates of biological response are often incorporated 

into a single objective function through individually weighted linear or quadratic penalties, and the 

fluence map is optimized to minimize the sum of these penalties.6 During this process, treatment 

guidelines and acceptable clinical trade-offs are implicitly translated and incorporated into the 

optimization objective by adjusting the relative importance of each dose-based penalty, relying 

heavily on the planner’s experience and expertise to guide the process.7  Although a substantial 

amount of research has focused on weight selection to improve plan quality,8-16 this optimization 

approach is limited by the inability to directly include individualized, quantitative estimates of the 

biological outcomes in the optimization process. 

Recently, advancements in optimization approaches and availability of commercial products for 

biological optimization have facilitated the move beyond conventional dosimetric planning, allowing 

for the inclusion of tumor control probability (TCP) and normal tissue toxicity probability (NTCP) 

models in the plan optimization process.17 Although implementations of available biological 

optimization methods differ, they are generally restricted in the ability to use both estimated 

biological response objectives and conventional dose-based objectives to drive the optimization 

process.17-19 Instead, dose-based objectives may only be regarded as hard constraints in the 

optimization process, potentially limiting the ability to decrease dose to OARs with undefined 

biological response objectives.17-19 Additionally, these systems continue to rely on aggregated 

response models and do not account for patient-to-patient variability in tissue radiosensitivity.  

Recent studies have focused on addressing this through the inclusion of personalized models in the 

planning process.20-23 While these studies have demonstrated the ability to optimize treatments 

based on patient-specific outcome predictions, they remain limited to three-dimensional conformal 

radiotherapy (3DCRT) optimizing the beam angles and monitoring units20-22 or prescription.23 

Additionally, these methods do not explicitly incorporate currently accepted clinical dose constraints 

which may impede clinical acceptance or diminish the realized benefit of the planning strategies. 

To overcome these limitations, we propose an IMRT optimization method, termed Prioritized Utility 

Optimization (PUO), that augments the traditional dosimetric inverse treatment planning process by 

directly incorporating quantitative estimates of personalized biological response while maintaining 

current dose-based planning objectives. This builds upon previous work that introduced the concept 

of utility-based planning, in which individualized optimal dose was selected by maximizing plan 

utility defined by a weighted combination of predicted efficacy and toxicity probabilities.24-25 These 

studies demonstrated the ability of utility-based planning to increase efficacy while maintaining or 

reducing toxicity levels in a population but were limited to scaling of fixed dose distributions. In the 

proposed IMRT optimization approach, we translate this methodology into a constrained 

hierarchical optimization problem that prioritizes maximization of plan utility over minimization of 

typical dose metrics and is subject to clinical hard constraints throughout. Through this approach, we 
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add the ability to redistribute dose and aim to further exploit predictive models of efficacy and 

toxicity based on biological markers, clinical factors, and patient demographics, to improve the 

personalization of planning trade-offs. To the authors’ knowledge, this is the first study to propose a 

prioritized approach to biologically based treatment planning. This approach attempts to overcome 

the current limitations of biological optimization techniques by improving user-interpretability of the 

biological objective and optimization process, directly integrating tradeoff exploration between 

predictive outcome models, and allowing for the inclusion of dose-based constraints and objectives. 

Overall, the methodology outlined in this study aims to provide patient-specific outcome-based 

treatment planning without compromising currently accepted dose-based treatment planning 

standards. In this study, we introduce and evaluate the feasibility of the proposed method, PUO, by 

applying it to cohort of previously treated non-small cell lung cancer (NSCLC) patients.  

 

 

 

2. Materials and Methods 

2.A. Optimization Overview 

Our proposed approach utilizes a two-stage optimization process to first maximize plan utility and 

then minimize dose-based metrics. Figure 1 provides the mathematical formulation of the 

optimization problems and Table I provides a full description of the notation used in defining the 

problems. In Stage 1, the objective is to maximize plan utility defined by the predicted efficacy 

probability based on target dose, minus the weighted sum of predicted toxicity probabilities across 

multiple OARs based on respective OAR doses. The efficacy and toxicity models are assumed to be 

monotonic functions of a dose metric, with increasing dose to the structure never decreasing the 

predicted probability of the event occurring to that structure. The weighting parameter for each 

toxicity, θ, represents the undesirability of toxicity relative to the efficacy measure and can be 

adjusted based upon physician and/or patient preference, or tuned to result in an acceptable rate of 

predicted toxicity across a patient population.25 

 

The maximization of plan utility in Stage 1 is subject to inviolable clinical criteria for the plan, 

guaranteeing that any solution meets dose-based hard constraints (1b–1f). These constraints are 

based on the following three rationales. First, for any individual patient, increasing predicted efficacy 

can only occur by increasing dose to the target. Since a single target dose metric is used to predict 

efficacy, maximization of utility through increasing efficacy may result in unacceptable target dose 

heterogeneity. This has previously been noted as a potential issue in biological optimization methods 

and is addressed through constraint (1b).17 Second, it is possible that optimal solutions exist at dose 

values above or below levels that physicians would be comfortable prescribing. Hard constraints (1c) 

and (1d) are used to avoid these solutions and avoid extrapolating model predictions to dose values 
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beyond those in the dataset used to fit the models. Lastly, it is unlikely that every dose-limiting OAR 

will have a toxicity model corresponding to every dose metric typically used to limit OAR doses 

during planning. Therefore, constraints (1d–1f) are included to ensure that any solution remains 

within traditional OAR dose limits. To avoid non-convex functions of dose, dose-volume constraints 

(DVC), which are typically represented by value-at-risk (VaR) metrics (e.g., V20Gy, D0.1cc), are instead 

represented by upper conditional value-at risk (CVaR+) metrics in constraint (1f). CVaR+ represents a 

convex DVC that captures the mean upper-tail dose of a structure’s dose-volume histogram and has 

previously been used to formulate linear RT optimization problems.26-28 

In Stage 2, the objective is to minimize dose-based metrics similar to traditional plan optimization 

approaches. Stage 1 (biological objective) and Stage 2 (dose-based objective) are intentionally 

separated to eliminate the need to weight outcomes directly against dose metrics and maintain user 

interpretability of the utility objective and outcome weighting factors in Stage 1. Although the utility 

objective is prioritized, the inclusion of dose-based constraints in Stage 1 prevents the solution from 

compromising physical dose requirements. However, Stage 1 effectively only optimizes the OAR 

dose-metrics used in toxicity models for the utility function. Therefore, the plan resulting from the 

Stage-1 optimization solution may not be Pareto optimal across all clinically relevant OARs and 

corresponding dose metrics, and dose metrics not used in the toxicity models can still potentially be 

reduced. Therefore, Stage 2 can be considered a solution “clean-up” or refinement step, in which all 

OAR doses are reduced while attempting to maintain the optimal plan utility from Stage 1. For 

computational efficiency, the objective function is a sum of linearized equivalent uniform dose 

(ℓEUD). ℓEUD is a convex piecewise-linear (PWL) approximation of generalized equivalent uniform 

dose and is calculated as a linear weighted combination of the mean and maximum doses for a 

structure.29 In this formulation, the structure-specific parameter α defines the importance of max 

dose and mean dose, ranging from 0 to 1. Constraints (2a–2f) are simply carried over from 

constraints (1a–1f) in Stage 1. However, a new constraint, (2g), is added to preserve the optimal plan 

utility from Stage 1. This constraint allows for relaxation of the Stage-1 plan utility value to allow 

sufficient search space for the Stage-2 optimization to reduce OAR doses. The relaxation parameter, 

η, determines the allowable plan utility degradation between Stage 1 and Stage 2. Although a value 

of 1 is ideal (maintaining the optimal utility found in Stage 1), in practice a value slightly less than 1 

may be required to provide the optimization algorithm sufficient search space to improve dose 

metrics in Stage 2. 

 

2.B. Technical Implementation 

Optimization first requires calculation of an influence matrix,  , which represents the dose 

contribution of a discretized beam to a set of voxels, or points, within a patient volume. To facilitate 

this process, we built a plugin using a research version of the Eclipse Scripting Application Program 

Interface (ESAPI v15.5) (Varian Medical System Inc., Palo Alto, CA) to allow integration of our process 

with our commercial Eclipse treatment planning system (TPS). Integration with the TPS provided 

access to patient images, structures, beam configuration, and dose calculation as needed 

throughout the planning process. Point clouds were generated using pseudorandom point sampling 
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of pre-defined structures within a patient’s body with adjustable structure-specific point spacing. 

Multi-field IMRT plans were configured using pre-defined beam angle templates that were initially fit 

to the target structure(s) and then expanded to create a beam that could be divided into uniform 

beamlet sizes. To calculate the influence matrix, we used an ESAPI method that separates a beam 

into beamlets based on a user-defined size parameter and calculates a full-scatter influence matrix 

using the Analytical Anisotropic Algorithm (AAA v15.5.11) (Varian Medical System Inc., Palo Alto, 

CA). To reduce the overall size and complexity (i.e., number of variables and constraints) of the 

optimization problems, this clinically accurate influence matrix calculation was separated into 

primary and secondary dose contributions. Secondary dose contributions, consisting of low dose 

scatter components, were removed from the influence matrix and summed for each point 

separately across each beam. These contributions were then incorporated into the optimization 

dose estimation by multiplying the total low dose scatter component by the corresponding average 

beam fluence. The decision variables in the optimization problem were beamlet fluence intensities, 

 , that were forced to be non-negative with constraints (1a) and (2a). 

Maximization of the utility function (f1) requires that the efficacy model is concave relative to dose, 

and the toxicity models are convex relative to dose, within the relevant prediction range. Although 

predictive models of efficacy and toxicity could take on many non-linear forms, they are typically 

represented by sigmoidal functions of dose (e.g., NTCP and TCP). Methods exist for transforming 

these types of partially convex and concave functions into purely convex or concave functions for 

the purposes of optimization and are useful in determining Pareto efficient solutions.30-32 However, 

these transforms obscure the relative importance of absolute changes in efficacy and toxicity in a 

weighted-sum approach and do not preserve the interpretability of the utility function and weights 

(θ’s). Therefore, PWL relaxations of these models were implemented for the Stage-1 objective 

function and for constraint (2g) in Stage 2, reducing the problems to linear programs which can be 

efficiently solved with off-the-shelf commercial optimization solvers. PWL functions are routinely 

used to approximate nonlinear optimization problems with more computationally manageable linear 

ones while preserving continuity and concavity.33 For the utility function   , PWL approximations 

extended across the convex or concave envelope of the dose response functions with extensions 

beyond the envelope acceptable within the maximum allowable error of 0.5% (absolute). To create 

the linear segments within the PWL approximations, we sampled breakpoints on the original 

nonlinear dose-response functions starting with 10 segments per function. If the initial 

approximation was found to have error exceeding the allowable threshold at any point within the 

approximation, additional segments were added until the error was below the threshold. 

Additionally, since many predictive models are based on biological dose, rather than physical dose, 

we implemented the ability for models to be based on equivalent dose in 2 Gy fractions (EQD2) for 

OARs using PWL approximations (starting with 4 segments), and linear scaling for target volumes 

with approximation errors less than 1 Gy (EQD2) over the relevant dose range. To eliminate 

approximation errors during plan evaluation, plan utility and individual components of the utility 

function were recalculated after optimization using the original functions. The resulting linear 

optimization problems were solved using a third-party commercial optimization solver Gurobi v9.0.3 

(Gurobi Optimization, LLC, Beaverton, OR) through the .NET interface on a workstation with dual 

Intel Xeon E5-2620 v4 8-core processors and 64 GB of memory. Interior point, or barrier, methods 
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have recently demonstrated good performance across linear and non-linear optimization problems 

in radiation therapy, including prioritized approaches.34,35 Therefore, for our linear problems, we 

tested both barrier and simplex algorithms implemented in Gurobi to determine which method was 

more suitable for this set of optimization problems. 

Following optimization, the optimal fluence map can be directly imported into the TPS using ESAPI, 

allowing for leaf sequencing, final dose calculation, and plan visualization. Since our optimization 

process does not include a fluence smoothing stage or intermediate full dose calculation, dose 

discrepancies after leaf sequencing and final dose calculation are expected but are not the focus of 

this initial feasibility study. Therefore, quantitative plan comparisons for this study are limited to 

optimization solutions prior to these steps when possible. 

2.C.1. Retrospective planning study 

For this initial demonstration of the proposed optimization strategy, five previously treated NSCLC 

patients were selected for retrospective treatment planning and plan comparison. These patients 

were selected to be representative of the variation in patient geometry, target size, and model 

inputs from a cohort of 125 stage II-III NSCLC patients previously treated on institution review board 

(IRB) approved prospective studies. Table II provides details for the five patients. All patients were 

treated with definitive standard or dose-escalated 3DCRT with or without sequential or concurrent 

chemotherapy. These studies included data collection previously used to generate predictive models 

of local regional progression-free survival at 2 years (LRPFS2y),
36 grade ≥ 3 cardiac event within 2 

years (CE3+,2y),
37 grade ≥ 3 radiation esophagitis (RE3+),

38 grade ≥ 3 radiation-induced lung toxicity 

(RILT3+)
39 based on patient demographics, clinical factors, and biomarkers. The RE3+ and RILT3+ 

models were based on toxicities reported and graded during regularly scheduled follow-up 

evaluations for up to 2 years following RT.38,39 Although the referenced LRPFS2y and CE3+,2y models 

were developed using longer term retrospective review of patient data, for this study we limited 

these models to time endpoints of 2 years following RT to match the timeframe for the RE3+ and 

RILT3+ models, which is also similar to the reported median overall survival time for this patient 

cohort.36,37 We used these previously published models, further described in Table III, to generate 

personalized predictive dose response curves, shown in Fig. 2. These patient-specific predictions are 

utilized in Stage 1 of the PUO process for optimization and calculation of overall plan utility, as well 

as constraint (2g) of Stage 2. For this initial study, θ values were uniformly set to 1, representing 

equal trade-off between efficacy and each toxicity in the utility function. To avoid use of a non-

convex DVC in the optimization process, max dose was used in place of D2cc for the esophagus 

model, leading to slight over-estimation of RE3+ during optimization (typically < 0.5%, absolute). 

Although a CVaR+ metric could alternatively be used to estimate D2cc, it also represents an 

approximation and results in similar over-estimation error. Therefore, to reduce computational 

complexity, max dose was used during optimization. However, final utility values for plan evaluation 

were calculated using D2cc for the RE3+ prediction. 

IMRT plans using the PUO approach were generated for the five patients. These 30-fraction plans 

consisted of 8 non-opposing 6MV photon treatment fields placed at standardized beam angles based 

on target laterality. Beam angle templates were determined by a dosimetrist with clinical experience 
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in IMRT planning for lung cases and were reviewed for appropriateness based on the planning 

geometry in these five cases. For the influence matrix calculation, beamlets were set to a size of 0.5 

x 0.5 cm except for patient 5 which required 1.0 x 1.0 cm beamlets due to the large planning target 

volume (PTV) volume and computational limitations. Volume dose was calculated at a resolution of 

2.5 x 2.5 x 3.0 mm3 and the influence matrix was sampled with 2 mm to 6 mm isotropic point spacing 

depending on the volume and importance of the structure.  

Structure constraints used in the optimization are shown in Table IV. Mean and max OAR dose 

constraints were based on our institution’s standard-of-care dose objectives for conventionally 

fractioned lung RT. The PTV mean EQD2 limits (50–100 Gy, α/β = 10) were selected to reflect the 

range of prescription doses from the original patient cohort corresponding to the development of 

the response models. For this cohort treated on IRB approved prospective studies, the median EQD2 

prescription dose was 70 Gy (range: 47–96 Gy, α/β = 10).37 Heterogeneity in the PTV dose was 

constrained to be similar to the heterogeneity considered clinically acceptable at our institution. 

CVaR+ constraints were added as convex representations of the VaR-based DVCs used clinically at 

our institution, including lung-GTV V20Gy < 35%, heart V30Gy < 50%, and heart V50Gy < 25%. These 

constraints were tuned based on a linear fit of CVaR+ to the corresponding VaR metric based on a 

retrospective analysis of IMRT plans from a separate cohort of 30 previously treated NSCLC patients. 

Additionally, a CVaR+ constraint for the esophagus was added as a conservative representation of 

D2cc < 68 Gy. VaR dose metrics were checked after plan optimization to ensure that plans remained 

within the original VaR clinical limits. ℓEUD weighting factors were set to 0.5 for all structures with 

equal weighting between structures for the Stage-2 objective. Based on empirical testing, η was set 

to 0.999 (0.1% overall utility loss acceptable), constraining Stage 2 to retain nearly the same overall 

plan utility as Stage 1 while still providing the optimization algorithm sufficient search space. 

 

 

2.C.2 Planning Comparison 

The proposed PUO method was compared to the clinically delivered 3DCRT plans, and 

retrospectively generated dose-only optimization (DOO) IMRT and volumetric modulated arc 

therapy (VMAT) plans. DOO plans were generated to represent plans with the same beam angles 

and hard constraints as the PUO plans but optimized with only a typical dose-metric-based objective.  

These plans were created using a similar workflow as the PUO plans, but only used Stage 2 of the 

PUO process and excluded the utility constraint (2g). An additional constraint for minimum target 

dose of 60 Gy (30 fractions) was added to make plans that followed current clinical planning 

prescription guidelines. VMAT plans with a 60 Gy (30 fractions) target dose goal were generated in 

Eclipse by a dosimetrist with prior experience in clinical lung treatment planning. These VMAT plans 

were used as a modern, clinically deliverable benchmark for the DOO IMRT plans generated with our 

external optimization process and fixed beam angles. To provide a uniform comparison between 

planning methods, VMAT plans were normalized to the D95% of the corresponding DOO plans 

(normalization values < 102%). 3DCRT, VMAT, DOO, and PUO plans were compared by calculating 

the final plan utility. Dose-volume histograms (DVHs) of DOO and PUO plans directly from the 
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optimal solutions were also compared. Non-tumor integral dose (NTID) was calculated for the DOO 

and PUO plans using the methods outlined by D’Souza and Rosen assuming uniform normal tissue 

density and voxel size.40 Variable prescription doses in PUO plans have the potential to influence 

NTID, so differences should be considered in the context of potential dose escalation and de-

escalation relative to DOO plans. To provide a comparison of intermediate dose spill, R50% (defined 

as the ratio of 50% prescription isodose volume to PTV) was calculated for the DOO and PUO plans. 

Additionally, results from Stage 1 of the optimization process without clinical dosimetric OAR hard 

constraints(1c–1f), labeled PUOS1,mod, were compared to the final PUO utility results to determine 

what effect, if any, the inclusion of OAR hard constraints had on the maximum achievable plan 

utility. PUOS1,mod plans are expected to show similar or increased plan utility compared to the 

unmodified PUO algorithm because they ignore acceptable OAR dose limits. Utility results are 

compared in terms of absolute utility difference. Therefore, given θ values of 1, any change in plan 

utility directly corresponds to a combination of changes in the predicted absolute probabilities of 

efficacy and toxicity. For example, if the predicted probability of efficacy increases by 5% (absolute, 

e.g., 55% to 60%) with predicted toxicity remaining the same, then the overall utility improvement 

would be 0.05. Alternatively, if the same increase in efficacy occurs, but one of the predicted toxicity 

probabilities increases by 7% (absolute), then the overall utility change would be            

      . 

 

 

3. Results 

For all five NSCLC cases, our approach successfully generated optimal beamlet weights that 

maximize utility while remaining within dose-based constraints. Total (Stage 1 and Stage 2) solution 

times ranged from 16 to 71 minutes, with the number of beamlets and points in the optimization 

problems ranging from 1144 to 2610 and 41888 to 96523, respectively, requiring 0.6–1.9 GB when 

encoded in protocol buffers format. Separation of the primary and secondary dose contributions 

within the influence matrix reduced the number of non-zero matrix elements by 83–92%, which 

greatly reduced solver time while still providing an accurate estimates of plan dose and predicted 

outcomes. On average, 78% of total solver time was spent on Stage 2, of which 67% was spent in the 

crossover solver phase to produce a basic solution.  For our linear problems, Gurobi’s barrier method 

was found to be faster than primal and dual simplex methods but required modification of the 

numerical focus to the maximum setting and decreasing the barrier convergence tolerance to reduce 

crossover solver time. 

Plan utility values and target D95% values for the various planning methods are shown in Table II with 

a further breakdown of the utility metrics shown in Fig 3. The PUO method resulted in average 

absolute utility improvements of 0.21 (range: 0.09–0.43), 0.17 (0.05–0.31), and 0.16 (0.07–0.30) 

when compared to 3DCRT, VMAT, and DOO plans, respectively. DOO IMRT plans were shown to 

have similar utility to VMAT plans, demonstrating that the DOO plans provide a clinically reasonable 

comparison for PUO plans. Analysis of individual components of the utility function showed that 
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when compared to DOO, PUO improved absolute predicted LRPFS2y by, on average, 16.6% (range: 

2.7–32.6%). Improvements in predicted efficacy were met with smaller changes in predicted grade 

3–5 toxicities, with average changes of 0.1% (-0.5–0.5%), -0.9% (-4.0–1.7%), and 1.0% (-0.3–3.5%) for 

predicted CE3+,2y, RE3+, and RILT3+, respectively. PUO resulted in increased target dose, based on 

analysis of PTV D95%, for three of the five patients, with one patient’s PUO plan retaining a 60 Gy D95% 

and another’s deceasing target dose slightly. NTID was on average 11.6% ( 4.4–44%) higher in the 

PUO plans compared to the DOO plans, with the largest increases occurring for patient 1 (44%) and 

patient 2 (42%), corresponding to increases in prescription doses in the PUO plans of 38.3% and 

42.2%, respectively, relative to the DOO plans. NTID and R50% metrics were found to be similar or 

better in the PUO plans. Comparison of the PUOS1,mod utility metrics to the final PUO plan metrics 

showed that the incorporation of clinically relevant hard constraints reduced the potential maximum 

plan utility by, on average, 0.03 (range: 0.00–0.14). Patient 3 had the largest decrease, resulting 

mainly from the constraints on maximum esophagus and cord doses.  

For patients 1 and 2, PUO led to large utility improvements over DOO. These improvements were 

mainly driven by increases in predicted LRPFS2y, as visualized in Fig. 3, with the predicted probability 

of RILT3+ moderately increasing and probabilities of RE3+ and RP3+ remaining similar. The PUO plan 

for patient 3 had a moderate increase in utility compared to the DOO plan caused by increasing 

predicted LRPFS2y with similar overall predicted toxicity risk. For patients 4 and 5, slight utility 

improvements in PUO plans were driven by improved predicted LRPFS2y and decreased probabilities 

of RE3+ and RILT3+. For Patient 5, PUO planning also slightly decreased the predicted probably of 

CE3+,2y. 

 Absolute and relative DVHs in Figs. 4 and 5 show comparisons of the DOO and PUO plans for 

patients 2 and 4, respectively. For patient 2, a large increase in target dose was noted with non-

proportional increases in esophagus and cord doses. For patient 4, the PUO method slightly 

improved target coverage and decreased mean lung dose and maximum esophagus dose. Mean 

cardiac dose remained similar between the two methods, but the PUO plan increased maximum 

cord dose by 24.8 Gy. Variable increases in maximum cord dose were present in all PUO plans, since 

a cord toxicity risk model was not included in the Stage-1optimization model. However, all maximum 

cord doses remained below 45 Gy as enforced by the hard constraint.  

 

4. Discussion 

The current clinical standard for RT planning, employing objective functions based upon 

standardized dose metrics, does not adequately account for patient variability in the optimization 

process. In many cases, these objectives are based on historical rates of control or toxicity in a 

patient population without incorporating personalized factors related to the radiosensitivity of 

tumors and OARs. Additionally, most cost functions require user-assigned weights for the dose 

penalties, relying on the expertise of planners and physicians to subjectively determine the 

appropriate weights for a patient. Through this method, allowable planning trade-offs, based on 

treatment outcomes rather than dose metrics, could be inconsistently decided upon since they are 
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not directly prioritized or optimized. The proposed method presented in this study aims to augment 

this standard approach by facilitating a direct exploration of planning trade-offs based on patient-

specific predictive models of efficacy and toxicity. Through the implementation of a utility-based 

objective, we believe our strategy offers a more intuitive, tunable approach to balance a patient’s 

potential therapeutic benefit and risk. The proposed method integrates the ability for non-uniform 

weighting of predicted toxicities in an interpretable manner with direct relation to the predicted 

probabilities of treatment outcomes. Therefore, toxicity weights (θ’s) can be elicited directly by 

determining the relative harm associated with a given toxicity compared to a given efficacy metric. 

These values could be assigned independently by a clinician prior to plan creation, potentially 

incorporating patient input, or based on expert consensus opinion determined through a method 

similar to Hobbs et al.41 

We demonstrated the feasibility of this method in a small cohort of NSCLC patients, which is a 

population of interest given the evident trade-offs between local control and lung, heart, and 

esophageal toxicities in RT planning. Additionally, failure of the Radiation Therapy Oncology Group 

(RTOG) 0617 phase III randomized trial to demonstrate improved outcomes at higher doses suggests 

that utilization of dose escalation in the treatment of NSCLC may only be beneficial for a subset of 

patients.23,37,42,43 Although 60 Gy in 2 Gy fractions has become the standard-of-care for patients with 

stage III NSCLC, individualized dose escalation remains of interest to improve the relatively poor 

outcomes for these patients.44-46 This includes isotoxic approaches to individualize dose escalation in 

which escalation is based on pre-specified, uniform normal tissue dose limits without consideration 

of underlying heterogeneity in the patient population.45,46 Our method provides a quantitative 

approach for determining which patients may benefit from dose escalation or redistribution based 

on patient-specific clinical factors and biomarkers while also accounting for patient geometry and 

OAR dose limits. 

While this study illustrates the potential for the proposed planning strategy, it does have several 

limitations. Although we compared plan utility metrics between multiple planning methods, DVH 

comparison was limited to the DOO and PUO plans prior to leaf sequencing and final volumetric 

dose calculation due to dose-discrepancies between optimal plans from the optimizer and plans 

imported, sequenced, and calculated inside of our TPS. However, dose colorwash comparisons 

following these steps, noting possible discrepancies, for DOO and PUO are available in a 

supplemental document for Patient 2 (Figure S-1) and Patient 4 (Figure S-2). These discrepancies 

have been previously noted in other optimization methods and are normally addressed through 

updating the optimization process with intermediate full dose calculations.47 However, in our 

hierarchical approach, this update process could invalidate hard constraints. Future work will look at 

addressing this discrepancy through the implementation of a fluence smoothing optimization stage, 

heterogeneity constraints, or a correction step similar to that presented in Zarepisheh et al.48 

Additionally, we found Gurobi’s barrier solver to perform well for this optimization problem and did 

not test other methods or algorithms beyond the simplex method included in Gurobi. It is possible 

that first-order algorithms could improve performance; however, the barrier solver performance 

could likely be improved through additional tuning of the algorithm’s parameters. Furthermore, in a 

clinical setting, the crossover solver phase (used to convert an interior-point solution to a basic 
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solution) can be eliminated to improve solve times by more than 50% while causing very little impact 

to the optimal fluence map. 

Our study did not evaluate the effect of beam angle selection on the optimization process or 

achievable plan utility. Further investigation will be required to determine this impact of this and if 

utility could be improved through beam angle optimization. Alternatively, arc-based IMRT delivery 

methods, such as VMAT, could be used to alleviate the need for beam angle selection. However, 

VMAT optimization methods are currently inhibited by non-convexity and associated local minima, 

and therefore require additional development to facilitate implementation of constrained 

hierarchical optimization strategies.49 

 The PUO approach facilitates the use of personalized dose-response models in the 

optimization process, but aggregated response models could also be utilized. In testing this method 

for NSCLC patients, we used previously developed models of response based upon patients treated 

with 3DCRT. Ideally, modeling would be based on a cohort that was treated with the same delivery 

technique as that being optimized since dose response could be, in part, correlated to the underlying 

dose distribution. This distribution, particularly within OARs, could systematically differ between 

varying treatment delivery techniques. While our approach optimizes a patient’s tumor dose, rather 

than assigning a fixed dose goal prior to optimization, modeling for this aspect is challenging because 

it requires previously treated patients to receive a range of prescription doses to determine the 

relationship between treatment efficacy and dose. In the era of increasingly uniform prescription 

doses, such as the 60 Gy standard-of-care for NSCLC patients, modeling dose-based efficacy may not 

be fully possible. In the absence of an efficacy model, the PUO strategy could still be utilized to 

reduce total patient-specific toxicity burden at a fixed prescription dose. 

 Our initial results from this method demonstrate that plan utility for NSCLC patients has the 

potential to be improved, although drawing additional conclusions from the results is limited by the 

small sample size. For these cases, increased plan utility resulted in similar or increased doses to 

structures that were unrepresented in the utility function. Increases to unrepresented structures are 

anticipated in this prioritized approach, but all doses remained within currently acceptable limits. 

The impact of these hard constraints on achievable plan utility are variable but can be large 

depending on plan geometry as noted in the comparison of the PUOS1,mod  and unmodified PUO plans 

for patient 3. If the increases in doses are determined to be clinically unacceptable, stricter 

constraints and penalties can be implemented, but this must be balanced with the impact on 

achievable utility. Alternatively, a more beneficial approach would be to directly capture clinically 

acceptable tradeoffs by adding additional components representing these structures to the utility 

objective. By implementing this strategy, the PUO’s two-stage approach allows for the progressive 

transition to more holistic biologically based treatment planning without completely deviating from 

physical dose-based planning for structures with poorly understood or unmodeled dose response. 

In this study, we introduced and demonstrated the feasibility of PUO, but did not investigate the 

clinical impact or acceptability of planning tradeoffs, including the potentially large variability in 

prescription doses with fixed fractionation, captured using PUO compared to DOO.  In silico and 

prospective clinical trials will be required to determine the clinical efficacy and effectiveness of PUO. 
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Additionally, we did not investigate the effects of potential error and uncertainty in the dose-

response models or the selection of objective function parameters (e.g., θ’s) on the optimization 

process and resulting plans. Future studies will aim to address this through application of the PUO 

strategy in additional disease sites and on larger cohorts of patients. 

 

5. Conclusions 

 We developed and studied an inverse IMRT planning strategy where patient-specific 

radiosensitivities of tumors and normal tissues are directly factored into the optimization objective. 

Through this approach, we aim to improve a patient’s overall RT outcome by balancing potential 

therapeutic benefit with the associated risk in an interpretable and tunable manner. First, a patient’s 

overall plan utility, based upon personalized models of biological response, is maximized subject to 

relevant clinical constraints. Then, through a hierarchical optimization technique, a typical dose-

based objective function is minimized while retaining maximal or near-maximal plan utility.  

 We demonstrated the feasibility of the approach using a cohort of NSCLC patients with 

previously developed predictive models of treatment efficacy and toxicity based on demographics, 

clinical factors, and biomarkers. The proposed planning method generated plans conforming to 

clinical constraints with improved overall utility when compared to plans generated using typical 

dose-based objectives. 
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Figure 1. Mathematical formulation of the optimization problems. 

 

Figure 2. Predictive efficacy and toxicity models used to estimate overall plan utility: Local regional 

progression-free survival at 2 years (LRPFS2y, top left), Grade ≥ 3 cardiac event within 2 years (CE3+,2y, 

top right), Grade ≥ 3 radiation esophagitis (RE3+, bottom left), Grade ≥ 3 radiation-induced lung 

toxicity (RILT3+, bottom right). All cases included in the generation of the models are plotted with 

gray solid lines while the five cases used for plan comparison are plotted with colored dashed lines. 

White background areas represent the model ranges used in study, whereas the gray background 

represents ranges excluded by hard constraints during optimization. The CE3+ model only stratifies 

into two distinct groups since it is based one binary covariate, baseline cardiac disease, with heart 

dose. 

 

Figure 3. Utility results for the original clinically delivered 3DCRT plans and retrospective VMAT, 

Dose-only optimization (DOO), and Prioritized utility optimization (PUO) replans for the five patients 

used for plan comparison. Results include overall plan utility (left), Local regional progression-free 

survival at 2 years (LRPFS2y, middle-top), Grade ≥ 3 cardiac event within 2 years (CE3+,2y, right-top), 

Grade ≥ 3 radiation esophagitis (RE3+,middle-bottom), Grade ≥ 3 radiation-induced lung toxicity 

(RILT3+,right-bottom). As an example, Patient 1 estimated probabilities for LRPFS2y, CE3+,2y, RE3+, and 

RILT3+ were 53.6%, 4.3%, 0.4%, and 3.9%, for the DOO plan and 86.2%, 4.8%, 2.1%, 7.4% for the PUO 

plan. Therefore, the overall plan utility improvement using PUO is calculated as                  

                                                                            . 

 

Figure 4. Absolute (top) and relative (bottom) DVH comparisons between the Dose-only 

optimization (DOO) plan (dashed lines) and the Prioritized utility optimization (PUO) plan (solid lines) 

for Patient 2. 

 

Figure 5. Absolute (top) and relative (bottom) DVH comparisons between the Dose-only 

optimization (DOO) plan (dashed lines) and the Prioritized utility optimization (PUO) plan (solid lines) 

for Patient 4. 

 

 


